How Research Ignited My Quest for Knowledge

Research has created the technology and knowledge that furthers our country’s development and enriches our lives. As a biology and pre-veterinary medicine student, I am aware of such research related impacts and am eager to contribute original findings to the existing scientific literature community. I was fortunate enough to be introduced to Dr. Kristen Navara’s lab in the poultry science department. I was enthusiastic to become immersed in her research, which integrates the fields of endocrinology, immunology, and molecular biology to answer evolutionary and ecological questions. I eagerly took on a project relating maternal effects to offspring fitness, specifically, how the maternal condition is related to egg color and size in broiler breeder chickens.

The first step in this project was to obtain adequate information to not only educate myself thoroughly on the background knowledge such as avian endocrinology and hematology, but also to also develop protocol that would dictate the manner in which I would collect and analyze data. I began at the UGA Library website’s homepage, where I came across the “resources for undergraduates” page and completed preliminary searches using Academic Search Complete via GALILEO. Quickly, I realized the importance of finding the most commonly used key search words. My first attempts to locate information about “single comb white leghorns” and “broiler breeders” resulted in little information. By broadening and changing my search terms to more industry appropriate words such as “chickens”, I revealed more information than I could have imagined. GALILEO’s main page also allowed me to navigate specific databases such as Science Direct and Web of Science. Science Direct was especially useful in that it permitted me to locate full text journals and books using filter options including title and subject matter such as “agricultural and biological sciences”. This helped me find more recent and relevant research coming from legitimate researchers. By looking at works of authors who have different specialties within the industry, I was able to acquire a comprehensive view of the various perspectives and motivations of avian researchers. Web of Science also offered a large selection of search options like year, editors, and authors. However, unique to Web of Science was the option to view results by the number of times they were cited by peers, which ordered search results by usefulness to other scientists. I found this beneficial because while I did read some rarely cited articles that were useful, usually the most cited research was the most influential and fundamental to my understanding.

The GALILEO home page also presented an option to search by topic. For me, the selection of “Biological Sciences” led me to an EBSCO host search of Agricola and resulted in a plethora of genre specific scientific articles. If I read a particularly useful paragraph, I took note of the relevant citations and later looked these up to gain a more in depth coverage of that issue. Among these citations, I found reoccurring authors, journals, and specific pieces that I thought would be crucial. One of which was a T. Baird and S.E. Solomon British Poultry Science entry from 1975 titled “Localization and characterization of egg shell porphyrins in several avian
species”. With the assistance of UGA librarians and GIL, I was able to select and locate this literature in the UGA Science Library along with the locations of other critical readings.

To exhaust all available sources of information, I conducted supplemental research with Google Scholar. This well known search engine was similar to the other resources in that it offered filtration choices such as authors name or initials and peer reviewed journals as possible criteria; however, it was only employed as a supplemental resource due to its excessive extraneous material and its inclusion of works incorrectly deemed scholarly. During my time spent with Google Scholar, I became an expert of the filtration process. I learned the importance of evaluating the legitimacy of all sources carefully.

During the course of my literature search, I discovered similar studies to the one I was creating, which analyzed the maternal effects of other avian species including the Eastern Bluebird *Sialia sialis*, Collard Flycatcher *Ficedula absicolli*, and Lesser Black-Beaked Gull *Larus fuscus*. I was interested in the methods and results sections of these papers as they gave me insight into specific processes of gathering data and the statistical methods I could likely use to analyze my own results. As I prepared a research proposal for the project, I found the library’s citation style guides, specifically the MLA Handbook, advantageous while I formatted a MLA reference list.

In the end I easily accessed more information than was required and I was able to compile my findings into a research proposal. Without the assistance of GALILEO and their specialized databases, GIL, and Google Scholar I would not have been able to further my own academic knowledge and develop my CURO research project. These free resources available to students provide full-text access to published research findings in virtually any field, and prove valuable not only for scientific research but also for furthering students’ educational experiences and academic growth.

Among the valuable research skills I learned throughout this literature collection process was the ability to effectively filter through the abundance of information available and balance the extensiveness and relativity of each source. I learned how to maximize my search efficiency and effectiveness, which helped me to obtain the specific genre of information I desired and eliminate distracting and extraneous sources. My literature review process has led me to a deeper understanding of the challenges related to developing a unique research project and the tools I could employ to meet those challenges. I have gained new insight into the importance of scientific literature collaboration and am confident that these skills will be beneficial throughout my educational journey and beyond. I hope to be able to perform more academic research so that I can provide the public with new information that will further the development of the scientific community and hopefully one day, the veterinary medicine community.
Does Eggshell Pigmentation Reflect Female Condition in Broiler Breeder Hens?

Brown eggshell pigmentation varies substantially among chicken eggs and is generated by the pro-oxidant protoporphyrin, a metabolite intermediate formed during the biosynthesis of heme. Protoporphyrin can cause oxidative stress damaging cells and tissues, creating reactive oxygen species, and inhibiting antioxidant systems. The hen’s ability to sustain high levels of protoporphyrin in the blood for deposition into eggshells may convey information about female condition. Due to the costs of protoporphyrin generation and deposition, a positive correlation might be expected to exist between female condition and egg color. To test this, six consecutive eggs were collected from each of thirty-one broiler breeder hens and colors were analyzed using a 10 megapixel digital camera and Adobe Photoshop software. During the period of egg collection, the condition of each hen was assessed through weighing, tarsus length measurements, and blood collection for subsequent analysis of circulating levels of corticosterone (a stress hormone), heterophil/lymphocyte ratios (a measure of stress and immunity), and total antioxidant capacity of blood. Condition indices were then related to average measures of hue, saturation, and brightness to determine whether darker egg colors reflect better female condition. We predicted that hens laying darker eggs would weigh more, have lower stress indicators, and a better antioxidant capacity. Results may help determine hen quality in the poultry industry.
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